Olisignage
SOLUTIONS IN A BOX

A professional digital advertising platform, with an embedded user friendly cloud-based content management system. Small and mid-sized company can now benefit from all the advantages of dynamic content.

Olisignage is a versatile technology, suitable for a wide variety of environments: Retail, Hospitality, Bank & Financial, Health, Transport, Corporate Communication.
Olisignage Features

Play rich contents
• Video files
• Images
• Active contents
  (Weather, RSS feeds, HTML, ...)
• Sound
• Twitter posts
• Dynamic and interactive menu boards

Campaign scheduling
• Hourly, daily, weekly, location based scheduling management
• Planning of different content for every single player or for groups of players

Layouts designer
• Possibility to create any kind of layout to organize your own contents
• 50 pre-installed templates as a base for your own layouts

Web based management
• Contents upload, access and management by web browser
• Access from everywhere, anytime

Proof of Play and real time monitoring of the players
• Check and monitor of the status of the players
• Advanced players management system
• Email alerts of the player network status
• Smart network management, to optimize the bandwidth and the resources

Why you should buy it

Improve communication and increase sales with a professional digital signage solution
With video and quick changing content, digital displays increase dramatically the capture of the audience compared to static displays

Improve the flexibility of your campaign
Digital Signage advertising is real time, it can be changed on the fly according your needs with no additional costs

Plug and Play installation
Olisignage is a plug and play solution, you do not need professional IT to install, use and manage digital signage

Intuitive interface
Olisignage is designed with a simple user interface, to make all the operations easy and intuitive

Scalable
Adding new players and manage them is a simple operation and the solution is designed to be able to handle from one to hundreds of display

Performance refers to an appropriate use of the product under optimal conditions. Right reserved to change the technical specifications.
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